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Interference from gradient switching, radiofrequency
pulses, and the magnetohydrodynamic effect distort ECG
signals typically used for gating in cardiac MRI, potentially
resulting in imprecise triggering. Furthermore, the use of a
lead system during a MRI scan requires additional equip-
ment and patient setup time. Self-gating (SG) is an alter-
native technique which directly utilizes MRI signals for
cardiac gating; consequently, synchronization is related to
the intrinsic motion of the heart instead of electrical activ-
ity. Previous work in SG used a simple first difference peak
detection scheme to identify trigger times. We hypothe-
sized that the SG trigger detection accuracy can be
improved by using more advanced signal processing tech-
niques.
Fourteen healthy volunteers underwent cardiac MRI using
a 1.5 Tesla MRI scanner. SG signals were obtained for two
chamber, three chamber, four chamber, and short axis
scans. Three peak detection schemes were implemented
for comparison with the ECG triggers. The first method
involved first differences (FD). The first derivative of the
SG signal was computed and positive-to-negative sign
change locations were identified; thresholding was then
applied to identify local maxima of the original signal.
The second method involved template matching (TM).
This was accomplished by generating the median tem-
plate and computing the cross-correlation signal between
the median template and the original signal. The peaks of
the cross-correlation signal were detected and identified as
the triggers. The third method involved polynomial fitting
(PF) with a cubic. The metric to assess SG trigger time
accuracy was root-mean-squared (RMS) error, defined as
variability relative to mean difference between SG and
ECG trigger times. Variability relative to this mean was
chosen to account for constant phase differences between
the triggering schemes. P-values were computed to deter-
mine if more advanced trigger detection methods (TM
and cubic PF) provided a statistically significant improve-
ment over the original method (FD). Images were recon-
structed based upon each trigger detection method; mean
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Table 1: Mean ± standard deviation of the RMS errors; p-values shown in parentheses
First Differences Template Matching Cubic Polynomial Fitting
Two chamber 24.86 ± 11.47 ms 17.44 ± 5.72 ms
(p = 0.006)
15.54 ± 7.27 ms
(p = 0.007)
Three chamber 17.28 ± 10.88 ms 12.75 ± 7.51 ms
(p = 0.015)
10.20 ± 4.60 ms
(p = 0.016)
Four chamber 20.58 ± 7.79 ms 14.88 ± 5.04
ms (p = 0.026)
12.97 ± 6.00
ms (p = 0.026)
Short axis 10.55 ± 4.84 ms 8.96 ± 3.44 ms
(p = 0.344)
7.83 ± 3.64 ms
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squared error (MSE) and peak signal-to-noise ratio
(PSNR) of the images were calculated to compare image
quality.
The average RMS errors were lower for both the TM and
cubic PF than for the FD methods for all scan types. Mean
± standard deviation of the RMS errors and p-values are
shown in Table 1. The p-values indicate that the lower
RMS errors for both TM and cubic PF were statistically sig-
nificant for all scan orientations except for short axis. MSE
and PSNR were calculated for images generated by FD and
cubic PF trigger methods relative to ECG-gated images.
Since cubic PF performed better in trigger detection than
TM, it was chosen for comparison of image quality with
the original FD method. These data as well as p-values are
shown in Table 2. The p-values indicate that the lower
MSE and higher PSNR values for cubic PF were statistically
significant for all scan orientations.
In conclusion, since SG signals are highly dependent
upon in-plane and through-plane blood flow patterns,
two, three, and four chamber orientations may result in
more complex signal morphologies, requiring more
advanced signal processing techniques for accurate trigger
detection. Consequently, at these scan orientations, both
TM and cubic PF methods provided improved SG trigger
detection in comparison with FD. Furthermore, compari-
son of the images indicated that improvements in trigger
detection were reflected in improvements in image qual-
ity.
Table 2: MSE, PSNR and p-values for image comparison
MSE PSNR (dB)
First Differences Cubic Polynomial Fitting P-value First Differences Cubic Polynomial Fitting P-value
Two Chamber 11.3 ± 8.2 9.1 ± 5.8 0.0317 38.9 ± 3.0 39.8 ± 2.8 0.0006
Three Chamber 18.4 ± 12.8 15.2 ± 12.1 0.0002 36.9 ± 3.6 37.8 ± 3.5 0.0014
Four Chamber 16.2 ± 8.8 12.0 ± 9.4 0.0188 37.1 ± 2.7 38.7 ± 3.2 0.0111
Short Axis 9.7 ± 5.4 8.4 ± 4.8 0.0059 39.7 ± 3.0 40.0 ± 3.0 0.0418Page 2 of 2
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